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Uvdis NGO: psychological training to disavbled people
Women Development Centre NGO: Family tree project
Mongolian National Association for Wheelchair Users: ’We can do together’ project
Alyandara Women’s Development Centre: Improving living environment
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OYU TOLGOI
SUPPORTS
EDUCATION
FOR THE DISABLED
Media Story ¹03

Social Investment Team

Oyu Tolgoi LLC aims to empower civil or non-governmental organizations and academic
research institutions. One of
such support stakeholders of
the company is “Uvdis” psychological support center and
its project for helping persons
with disabilities to be socialized, and conduct various
trainings to economically empower them. So far the center
facilitated trainings on health,
mental/psychological health,
stress management, healthy
diet, mobility and helped the

citizens obtain knowledge and
skills on the topics and availed
them to exchange views with
experts. Within the scope of
the project, Uvdis center is
targeting to work with over
560 persons with disabilities
residing in UB, providing training and consultations in cooperation with Social Welfare
department of Mongolia. Up
to now, totally 318 people with
disabilities have benefited from
the project.

I.Ariunaa, trainer at
Uvidas mental support center during the
opening of her 5-day
session, making speech
to the participants
from 11th khoroo of
Songino Khairkhan
district

Training was held in the premise of the 11th khoroo of Songino-Khairkhan district

Totally 26 people with disabilities registered with Songino-Khairkhan district participated in the training

Before each training, survey sheet was delivered to participants and then after trainings their answers of both
pre and post trainings were matched for evaluation of the training result

BAYANZURKH
WOMEN
DEVELOPMENT
CENTER
Media Story ¹01

Social Investment Team

Dust and air pollution in the
ger district of Ulaanbaatar
city is one of the urgent
problems of the society of
Mongolia. The Bayanzurkh
Women Development Center
aims to bring its contribution
for solution of the problems.
Starting from January 2012,
Oyu Tolgoi provides support
to the project for economic
empowerment. Within the
project scope, citizens make
various efforts to improve their
livelihood, including plantation
of trees and other greeneries,
creating the environment that
reduces dust.
As of the project start, 249

citizens of 60 households
residing in the 13th and 14th
of Khujirbulan streets of 28th
khoroo of Bayanzurkh district
were provided trainings on tree
plantation and maintenance
and as a result, each
household planted 10 trees
and created 10-15 sq.m green
fields. The green establishment
of the households can
potentially absorb 9,000 kg of
dust and clean 360,000 cubic
meter air, according to the
specialists’ study. Eventually,
some households could
expand their activity into tree
culture and generate income
by selling tree plants direct
from their yard.

Individuals representing the client households attended trainings on tree
plantation and maintenance

Each household receiving 5 types of trees, including elms, locust. The families
also were given materials to fence the green field of 10-15 sq.meter size that
they created in their yard

Children, youth and elderlies of the 28th khoroo are all actively participating in the tree plantation campaign

Every client family enthusiastically prepared for planting
trees in their yard

OYU TOLGOI IS
SUPPORTING SOCIALIZATION
AND BUILDING CAPACITY OF
WHEELCHAIR USERS
Media Story ¹04

Social Investment Team

The National Association of
Wheelchair Users received
the generous support of Oyu
Tolgoi LLC to seek solutions
for the problems faced by
wheelchair users due to
the lack of purpose-built
infrastructure. This limits their
access to social activities which
can make them feel isolated.
The association implemented
the “We can” project and
within the scope of target
activities 10 female wheelchair
users were involved during
three months’ period

commencing from February
1 till April 1 of the year.
During the project life, training
curriculum was successfully
developed and the subjects
of the course program
includes the human rights,
leadership, self-awareness,
reproductive health, basics
of making financial report,
project proposal drafting,
volunteer empowerment etc 7
topics. This has become a big
progress in the development
of the association.

In March 17, 2012, members
of the association and
the project organizer
individuals spent one day
at Bayankhangai resort in
Khandgait area.
The retreat workshop
intended to help the project
beneficiaries become good
friends with one another

In March 25, 2012, the women
attended Tengis cinema
and watched “God bless”
Mongolian movie. However
there was no path designed
for wheelchair users, the

and build a strong team.
During the workshop, various
contests were organized and
this was an event for the
women with impairments
who hardly had friends and
typically stayed home.

cinema staff kindly helped
them to come upstairs lounge.
Organizing such a group tour
in public places were socially
impactful.

By the end of the project
activities, the mental and
emotional state of the women
became very positive, and
interactive with society which
improves their confidence.
Some of them started to
set forth new goals for life,
says the project officers. For
instance: In April, 7 women
participated in the bidding
announced from the Ministry
of Social Welfare and Labour
of Mongolia, writing their

project proposal themselves.
The seven even became a
sub-group by the National
Association of Wheelchair
Users and are encouraged to
participate in social activities in
the future.
Organizing panel discussion
after each training helped the
women to learn to debate
and match their ideas, which
eventually helped them to build
self confidence.

CREATING GREENFIELD
IN GER DISTRICTS
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“Green yard” project initiated by
the Alyandra Women Development Center, non-governmental
organization in order to reduce
dust, soot and deposits in the
air of ger district has been implemented with the sponsorship
of Oyu Tolgoi LLC. Totally 118
citizens representing 268 client

households residing in the 9,10,11
and 12th streets of Bayantsagaan
in the 8th khoroo of Songino
Khairkhan district attended the
project activities and planted
1500 trees of 3 different types in
overall 85 yards, besides making
paved walkways of 1800 meter
length in 3 streets.

Brochures on plantation of trees and greeneries were distributed

Fertilizer, grass seeds, and trees were given out to
the project clients

The project beneficiaries planted 1500 trees of 3 types in 85
household yards of ger districts

Locals are preparing the road for pavement

Work of establishing 1800 m paved road has begun in 3 streets
of the 8th khoroo in Songinokhairkhan district

